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GERALD SAVAGE'S KITFOX PROJECT
Reported by Technical Counselor. Red Beitelshees

Gerald Savage and his Kittox on 5/14/91.
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fnstrument panel shows some

excellent workmanship.

The covering Is coming along and i1is very good .

The horizontal covered and sprayed wi1h dac
proofer fungicide.

Safety
There have been repons of accidents that have occurred from
a mechanical cause that possibly could have been prevented.
FLY BRBY
Crashed into some trees shortly after takeoff.
There were no witnesses to the accident. Post
accident investigation revealed the absence of the
right wing retaining pins. The wreckage pattern
indicated lhal Ille right wing separated in flight, which
resulted i n an uncontrolled descent.
No
abnormalities were noted in the powerplant and
there was no fuel shortage. The private pilot was
fatally injured and the aircratt sustained substantial
damage. It might be noted that this is the 12th Fly
Baby to have structural failure, however, there
certainly is no rellection on Ille design when the pilot
leaves oul the right wing retaining pins.

URRIEZE
Suffered an in-flight structural failure wh ich
resulted in a crash which killed the pilot and his
passenger. An observer w itnessed the plane
descending and crash. He staled he saw the plane
at level flight at a high altitude, about two minutes
later the sound of the engine changed and when he
looked again he saw It spiraling down, engine first.
The wings appeared to be folded back and he saw
the plane splash into the muddy lake bottom. The
wings were examined and the wing attachment plate
assemblies showed that 1h8fe was one set of taper
cones and the retaining bolt was missing. There
was mud lodged in th e holes where the cones
should be localed. The other cones and bolts w8fe
still in their proper positions, the wing showed
Indications that it s hilled back app,oximately 10-12
degrees from the nonnal position. Fractures of the
wi ngs indicated that t he aircraft contacted the
ground upside down. The Rutan Aircraft Factory,
who inspected the aircraft, along with the NTSB
Investigators, saw that the right wing attach fitting
was intact but there was evidence ol overtoad of the
fitting with some elongation of the alt taper pin holes.
both top and bottom. The left wing attach fiWng had
the taper pins in place with heavy elongation of the
taper pin holes, top and bottom, but lhe forward
taper pins were missing.
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On the NTSB report, the upper pin. manufactured
part number WA4 was missing as was the lower pin,
part number WA4·1 as was the bolt AN4-50A. On
"exami nation by the Rutan Factory," there was
evidence that the left main wing had sprung aft as
much as 10 degrees. The missing taper pins and
bolt were not found and there was mud In these
holes. They believe also that lhe taper pins were

missing prior to Impact. The remaining bolts were
removed for examination and it was discovered that
the A N4 bolts which hold the taper pins in place had
all been over torqued to lhe point of elongating these
bolts al the base ot the lhreadS. This was evidenced
by classic "necking down" ot lhe bolt diameter and
the threads were stretched. The three bolts had
been threaded with a threading d ie in order to have
more thread than a standard bolt. II was In this area
of c ut threads that each bolt had s tretched and
"necked down". None of the taper pins were light i'i,,..
lhe tapered holes. All of lhe tapered pins appeared
to be homemade. The manulacture of this type of
wing fitting has no recOfd ol this builder/pilot having
purchased a set of wing fittings, we must assume
the wing attach fittings were homemade. Rutan
Aircraft Factory·s conclusion as to probable cause:
two of the eight large wing attachment taper pins
were lost in flight or prior to takeoff. Based on the
fact that the three remaining bolts whieh secure the
tapered pins Into the wing attach fittings were a little
elongated or stretched in the threaded area, we
have concluded that someone had grossly over
torqued the bolts. In all probability, he over torqued
the fourth bolt almost to the point of failure. On the
last flight, possibly aggravated by some aerobatic
maneuvers, this fourth bolt failed, parting in the
"necked down" area of the threads. The forward
taper pins then came out ol the wing attach filling,
top and bollom of the left wing. This allowed the left
wing to pivot alt around lhe remaining taper pins.
The marks on the left w ing attach fitting clearly
shows this. As the left w i ng tip swung all. it
drastically altered the angle of attack of the left
wlnglet which could command a violent left yawlng"departure from controlled flight. As soon as the

aircraft experienced zero or negative "G", the engine
starved of fuel and quit developing power. Since the
slipstream through the propeller was then greaUy
r ed uced , the l ow i nerti a wood prop stopped
I._Nlndmilllng. The oil pressure then want to zero.
The tumbling departure placed enormous drag, as

well as negative and positive loads on the wing
fittings, evidenced by the elongation of the taper pin
holes in the plates of the wing fittings on both the top
and bottom of tho wings. The Inner plates, top and
bottom, showed little evidence of elongation, leading
us lo conclude the homemade taper pins did not
pertecUy fit the taper holes. The contributing cause
may be that aerobatic maneuvers resulted In an
overtoad condaion that moved the wing alt when the
taper pi ns wer e lost. Aerobatic maneuvers are
normally prohibited in the type,

Recommendations
RAF will publish a report on this accident (as we
do on all accidents) i n the Canard Pusher
Newsletter. In this newsletter, RAF will recommend
removal ol all four wing attach AN4 bolts to check for
evidence of over torquing and to chack for perfect fit
of the taper pins in the taper holes. Emphasis will be
placed in a warning in the VariEze owners manual;
that these bolts not be torqued too tighUy and that
1
..__ they need only be snugged up in order to hold the
taper pins In place. RAF believes that the remaining
taper p i ns s hould be carefully m easur ed and
checked for correct taper and diameter for a proper
min the wing attach fittings. The wing attach fittings
should also be checked for correct heat treatment of
the aluminum material. It should be 2024-T3.

PITTS SPE CIAL
Aircralt was en route to an airport from a practice
area when the engine qua running. Alter checking
the magnetos and fuel wobbl e pump, the engine
failed to stat!. Landing was accomplished with no
Injury to the p ilot however, damaging the aircraft.
The pilot stated that he was In the air a total of about
45 minutes. He also stated that after the accident he
realized that the fuel gauge indicated 3/4 full on the
ground, however, In flight this quantity equated to
only 1/2 tank of fuel and that he ran out of fuel.
Engine was run after the accident and ran fine. The
recommendation from FAA Headquarters and the
gentleman w ho handles Homebuilt Affairs. John
LHozella, is Iha! aircraft using this type of sight gauge
should carefully check it and mark the sight gauge

with the aircraft in a level flight attitude. This is a
good Idea for all aircraft owners having this type of
fuet sight gauge consisting of a clear lube Indicating
fuel level.

SHOULDE/l HAllNESS FOil SAFETY
Cub Clues Newsletter #43
April/May 1991
Randy Pal ma, 2124 Boston Terr. , Col orado
Springs, CO 80904 sent us this information about
the use of shoulder harnesses. Randy correctly
points out that while many people are concerned
that their aircraft look as original as possible, the
addition of shoulder harnesses c ould easily save
their own "looks" ii not their lives. Randy wrote:
Inj ury studies of helicopter occupants in TR79-22
"Crash Survival Design Guide", show that l ife
threatening injuries occurred prtmarily in head, neck,
body torso and spine. This accounts tor 70% of
major and fatal injurtes. Your tolerance to impact
loads Is determined by the way you are restrained.
Many factors such as age, muscle tone, rate of
onset, time duration, etc. can vary these tolerances.
In the forward directions, eyeballs out, (as In a head•
on nose impact) the human body is capable of
withstanding about 15 G 's wi th only a lap belt
assuming the area in front is cleared of any

obstruction such as a seat or instrument panel •
However, adding a shoulder hamess to restrain the

upper torso Increased the uninjured tolerance in this
direction to about 45 G's, a three-fold Increase. The
most important impact d irection for a helicopter
oocupant is verticai (or downward). With a lap belt
only, your tolerance to a vertical Impact (eyeballs
down) Is about 4 G's, With a shoulder harness. your
toler ance with In j ury i ncr eased to 25 G 's, an
improvement factor of six. Laterally, you increase
your tolerance by a factor of two by using a shoulder
harness.
Not only does the shoulder hatness prevent many
disabling or fatal i njuries duri ng many Impact
sequences. It also permits you to be conscious and
coherent by preventing a severe head impact so you
can escape quickly. The reason that a shoulder
harness is so effective In the vertical direction is thal
a will hold the upper torso upright to allow the spine
to be aligned property. thereby carrying much higher
crash toads.
You must sit upright and against the seat back or
a shoulder harness cannot function properly. Seat

st rength is important, but raising vertical seat
strength without ensuring a shoulder harness is
used It Is meaningless and a waste of time, money
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and weight. It Is ol little value since the human
vertical injury tolerance level is 4 G's, above which
body failing is expected. Thus an increase to a 20 G
seat with only a lap belt would be a weight penalty
without any improvement in injury prevention.

LET THERE BE LIGHTS
Monthly Safety Bulletin
From NASA Aviation Safety Reporting System,
P.O. Box 189, Moffett Field, CA 94035. As an air
carrier Captain for one of our 'mega-carriers• as well
as an ex-small airplane pilot, I know how difficult it is
to see small traffic. In fact we often don't ever see
much of the small traffic called to us. I also know
that the landing lights are rarely used by small
airplanes oxcept for seeing the runway for landing ...
All major air carriers, many corporate operators,
and many other high performance aircraft make
extensive use of landing lights, not just for landing,
but at all times below 10,000 feet. This operating
practice makes those air.:ratt more visible by a factor
of ten or more, day and night.
The most effective and economical anti•
collision device ever Invented Is already Installed
on 99% of all aircraft! It ls ... the !anding fight.
Pilots must be taught to use the landing light...at all
times In the terminal area, and even In cruise in
congested regions ..•
There are a few drawbacks: landing lights on
small airplanes may burn out quicf<ly with continual
use. Also, some small planes have lights mounted
on retractable nose gear. Even so, pilots' Judicious
use of landing lights may Indeed increase aircraft
visibility In high activity traffic areas.

COMPUTER SERVICE DIFFICULTY SYSTEM
The following are comments from a computer
service difficulty system operated by Ben Morrow of
Kansas Ci ty, MO. As you a re aware, this Is a
computer system into which you can hook up with a
modem and the password is "SAFETY'. There is no
way to trace malfunction and defect reports put into
the system. Thuy must realize that these are
individual owners comments and they may or may
not be approved by factories involved.
First Involved a part supplied by a contractor to
Quicksilver Enterprises. Before we report on this
one we would like to give you Lyle Byrum's comment
from Quicksilver Enterprises.
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Dear Ben,
Enclosed are our drawings for the Kingpost wire
assembly in which there was a reported defect in
the swaging of the cable. We have added footnoter-'
4 In that this part was a purchased part and no
fabricated In-house. As you can see we called for
the swaging to be to mil-spec, We have found other
reported problems with the cable assembly. ff you
have any questions, please call.
Lyle Byrum
Quicksilver Enterprises Inc.
Telephone (714)676-6886
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The following was put into the amateur built/\Jltralight'-'
malfunction and defect system. Wire part number
20595 swag defective. On a brand new Quicksilver
Sport II aircralt the AN-667 fork end cable pulled off
of the cable while installing the nosewlre between
the top of the klngpost and the front of tho root tube.
These cables a re not swaged in -h ouse by
Quicksilver. Problem appears to be caused by
improper or defective swage, Owners of recent kits
shou ld test cable connectio ns or obtain a
replacement from Quicl<silver. Submitter suggests
that Qulci<silver request return of nosewires before
and after the known defective one and test them.

RIVET • Several reports have been r eceived
concerning the use of a commercially available large
flange r ivet being used for fabric attachment on
aircraft. This rivet is designed with a sharp edge on
the flange portion of the rive! and when pulled with a
puller on the fabric this sharp edge will cut through
to the fabric reinforcement tape and eventually
through the fabric causing the fabric to come loose.
The rivet essentially acts as a hole punch and ruins
the fabric. Suggest that rivets be obtained from the
fabric supply company, per their manual or from an'-'
aircraft supply house since this Is an aircraft part.

i~

Propellers
THERE HAS BEEN SOME MISHAPS DUE
TO AfODIFIED OR UNSUITABLE
PROPELLERSASFOUOWS
1,) Mustang II • At 405 hours time, 1he propeller lost
14" from the lip. This being a McCauley prop EMS
72•70. No Injury and aircraft was demolished. Pilot
was Hying level at 5500 MSL and lost part of the
prop and landed In a river area in sand.
2.)Cassutt - Wi1h a Sensenlch 76AM-2, not rated tor
the 0·290 engine. The propeller diameter had been
reduced from the minimum of 71·112" to 65" and the
pitch lnetaasa for a maximum pitch of 55" to 73". At
2,000 tt. the pilot experienced extreme vibration and
landed in a wheat field with a hard landing. Twelve
inches of the blade was found missing. No injury
and substantial damage.
3.) Thorp T-18 • Powered by a Lycoming 0-320·E2A,
160 HP, and the propeller a Sensenich, Serial
K6184, the same as was installed on the previous
.__ engine on this alrcraf~ an 0-290 GPU. The propeller
was manufactured 2-16-65 with a model number M•
740M·0-60. The propeller was stamped
experimental and 1hen being cut to 67" in diameter
and repitched to 73". The type certificate for the
subject propeller speci fies the maxi mum and
minimum propeller diameter that can be used from a
vibration standpoint Is a maximum of 74" and a
minimum of 72" . It Is un k nown when the
modifications took place. The aircraft had landed
previously and pilot contacted a friend and informed
him that ha had landed due to noise he heard in the
airplane. Pilot stated he had a mechanic look at the
airpl ane and it was reported that it was okay to
continue the flight. One propeller blade came off
and the alrc,aft landed on 1he top of a ridge. The
airplane was destroyed by a post crash fire and the
private pilot was fatally Injured.
4.)Austrian b\Jllder of a Polliwagen had obtained a
ground adjustable prop from Props Incorporated.
He had ffown 45 hours in the Polllwagen and a blade
separated due to a weak shear area in the hub at
approximately 2400 rpm. landed in a meadow and
,._ hit a hole. Pilot sustained serious injury and the
plane was damaged. The photograph shows how
the propeller blade sheared right out of the hub.

This shows the Props Inc. hub o f the ground
adjustable prop.

The following are from NTSB records which
are Incomplete and they do not mention the
manufacturer of the propeller. They may be
of some value to Technical Counselors.

Race Aircraft -Special
At 200 knots airspeed, 18" of the propeller
separated, engine remained attached to the aircraft
due to the 3/16" cable wrapped around and attached
to the firewall as required by air race rules. Propeller
had been modttied to obtain more RPM.

LongEZ
Cafe 400 Efllclency Race, One p ropeller blade
separated, made of wood and specifically designed
for racing. At the outboard trailing edge, the tall
bl ade had split and separated. Reportedly, the
propeller had been flown through a driving rain at full
power.

~
Propeller separated from the aircraft mounting bolts
as the propeller spacer had failed.

VariEze
Pilot made his propeller of fiberglass Instead of the
recommended wood. During first flight the propeller
failed during climb after takeoff.

Ow! Racer
Lost blade. No further details.
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Miller Aerosport Gem 260
Test ffight included operation of the engine beyond
the propeller limit of 4,000 RPM. His 4 blade prop
lost 3 blades approximately 8" from the hub, the 4th
blade separated inside the spinner.

KB:Z

the difficuffies experienced above. Repitching and
reducing diameter of a type certified propeller below

recommendations is almost an invitation to
problems.

BOLT TO/lQUE ON METAL SENSENICH PROPS

Installed a different propeller. Unable to gain altillJde
on climb out.

From the factory. we have lhe following
Information regarding bolt torques.

LongEZ

BOLT
OIAMEIEB
3/8" • ANG

One propeller blade separated from the hub.
Kolb Twinstar
Twin bladed composite propeller separated one
blade causing severe vibration.

BOLT
CALL QUI
318" • 24

size

NF-3

TORQUEMEIALPBOP
280-300 in. lbs.

7/16" • AN7 7116·-20

NF-3

480•540 In. lbs,

112" = ANS

NF-3

720-780 in. lbs.

112-20

BOLT

Ayid flyer
Propeller blade failed in the root area. Severe
vibration caused failure of the engine mounts and
the engine fell out ol the alrcraft upon landing. The

WQQO PBQPELLEBS
3/8"
200 in, lbs.

propeller was his original design. Propeller
separated from aircraft and struck the lett wing.

7/16"

250 in. lbs.

Eagle DW-1

112"

300 In, lbs.

Propeller fell and separated from the aircraft in flight.
Not known if propeller failure or accessory failure.

911 6"

350 in. lbs.

Sidewinder
Lost the prop, the crankshaft bolts all sheared due to
no reinforcing plate between the bolt heads and the
wooden prop hub, only the front spinner bulkhead.
The front spinner bulkhead showed wear In the bolt
holes and the prop hub.

SNS-2
Both propeller blades found on airport property. It
had pulled out of the propeller hub.

~
Uses scimitar shape prop at about 190 mph with
about 2900 RPMs. Patt of the prop separated.
Editor's Note: We have three experiments going,
the airframe, the engine and the propeller in many
Instances. Possibly some questions from the
Technical Counselor to the builder would be In line,
paJticularly when you /ind a modified metal propeller
or a ground adjustable experimental propeller used.
Also the manufacturers of wooden propellers that
advertise in Sport Aviation are manufacturing fixed
pitch wooden propellers that do not seem to have
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NOTE # 1: These torque valu es should be
maintained within plus or minus 25 in. lbs. for both
metal and wood.
From other sources we have a standard torque for
wooden propellers with 1/4 in. bolts, 5 tt. lbs. (60
in.lbs.) and the 5/16 In. bolts to 11 ft. lbs. (132 in.
lbs.)
NOTE #2: To bring a wooden propeller into track it is
permi.ssible to go to the high end 01 the propeller
torque on one side lo bring that side of the propeller
within torque.
NOTE #3: The Avid Flyer manufacturer does not
recommend 3-bl ade propellers but they have
knowl edge of three Avid Flyers equipped with a
Rotax 532 and the 3-blade propeller that had thrown
a blade. All three propellers were made by different
manufacturers. It is very dlfflcult to get a wooden
propeller, 3•blade tight to stay together.
Wooden propellers should be checked frequently
due to change in humidity, the torque values may

-

change quite dramatically. The Forest Products
Laboratory data use the "method of turns· and states
that the best compression preload of the wood
propeller is approximately .006" per in. of hub
~ thickness, I.e .. a propeller hub w hich is 1• thick
before installation should be compressed .006" to a
thickness of .994" by drawing up the propeller attach
bolts. Knowing the hut> thickness and the number of
threads in each Inch, It Is possible to calculate the
proper addttional rotation of each nut after the face
plate and propeller are snug. Always tighten nuts,
then loosen--let s it for 1 hour--retighlen to insure
p r oper th ickness due to p lastic (pe rmanent)
deformation of the wood. This method is considered

by some. more accurate than using a torque wrench.
CRUISING SPEED
Bellanca Contact Newsletter
Henry Holub reports that he had his prop balanced
and then painted the prop with silver mica and clear
coated with an automotive urethane clear coat. It
gives the appearance of an anodized finish but is

m uch smoother and has a very hi gh gloss. It
improved the speed by about 2 to 3 MPH at the
same RPM setting. The prop has over 230 hours on
It and looks as if it were painted only 2 weeks ago.

CHROl\fE PLATED SPINNERS?
Listed below are some accepted industry process
specifications for chrome plating aluminum aircraft
parts which should be of help to you.
QQ.C-320 AMS-2438 MIL-C-23422
AMS-2406 MIL-P-6871
Unfortunately, there was a directive stating that
chrome plating aluminum spinners are not accepted
by FAA. This was reversed in a letter to EAA from
Barry Lambert Harris, Deputy Administrator ol the
FAA. If anyone asks if it Is legal to chrome plate
al uminum spinners, it is. Some airc raft are
manufactured with chrome spi nners as part of the
type design.

Composite Corner
CO/l!POSITE TIPS
0-Talk Newsletter
Quickie Siders. Assn.
By M ike Bergen
Have you ever wondered why "the Book", on
page 3-14, tells us to paint our plastic airships white
opposed to some other color? Then we see the Air
Force's plastic, fantastic, Invisible airplanes painted
black. or the Lancair pai nted red! If some of you
boys are es curious as I tend to be, I would like to
otter you a lltue craSh course In "Composites 101.
Temperature versus Structural Properties·. You may
want to refresh your memory by referring to the chart
extracted from SOARING that is given on page 3-14
Pay close atte ntion lo the
In our p lans.
temperatures.
Most organically derived mater ials have that
which is known as the glass transition lemperature
(Tg). Th is number is used to indicate the
temperature at which the material starts lo soften
~ 1nd lose the · solid" properties. The number that the
designer pays attention to is the heat distortion

lemperature (HOT). The HOT is typically ten to
litteen degrees less than Tg. Now, how does this
concern us?
The old SAFE-T-POXY, now HEXCEL EPOLITE
2410 & 218X, is what is known as your basic room
temperature amine cured bisphenof-A epoxy. 11
enjoys a "mighty· HOT of about 165 degrees F. In
addition. empirical results (lab tests) have shown the
compression strength to be cut In hall al a dry 145
degree F. temperature. In the presence of moisture
(humidity), lhls could be worsel Oon'I sweal yet
boys, a good safety factor can make up for this. The
question is, what did our boy Gene use as a safety
factor to allow for this and builder s loppiness?
Builder slop would be things like low fiber volume
fraction (i.e. wet lay ups). high void content (air in
between the plies or poor wet out of lhe fibers), and
poor alignmen1 of the fibers, as mentioned in the
d osing of my last article. How else can we achieve
better properties? Simply by "post curing".
There has been some discussion In the pasl
aboul solar post curing of the wings. There Is some
merit to this! Post curing while the resin is still a li111e
"green" cause s full polymerization of 1he resin
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c,ystalline matnx and raises the Tg or the HOT a few
degrees. The chemistry that we are working with
has Hs limits though. You can't get the Tg over about
190 degrees F.
Now how does the Afr Force do it? They throw a
lot of money at II of coursel Despite the tact that it is
low bid! The epoxy materials that they use go tor
something like $45 to $100 a pound. The HOT ls
somewhere in the upper 300 degree F. range.
Now how does Neibauer do it? Certainly not with
the same stuff. The Lancalr is made of an oven
cured pre-impregnated epoxy. The HOT Is
somewhere around the low to mid 2oo·s. I'm just not
sure which resin he uses. I think it is something like
HEXCELL F-155 which is a good, tough epoxy. good
tor 250 F.
Well, what can we do? Bite the bullet, paint the
bird white and be conscientious in our construction.
HEXCELL does have out a real sweet resin system
that fs a blsphenol-F known as EPOLITE 2315 that
has some very good properties (over 200) and is
without the nasty MOS that OSHA is trying to ban
(SAFE-T-POXY features this wonderful stuff). The
only problem is, the blue foam starts to go gooey at
200 degrees F., so we lose anyway.
In closing, tt you are thinking about post curing.
DO NOT use the black tempera paint trick! The
unequal heating ol one side to the other causes
stresses within the composite that Is very
undesirable , maybe even warps the wings. In
addition. one can't be sure to cure both sides the
same. Build yourself a solar oven using the black
plastic and wooden frame trick. Just figure a good,
reliable way of monltortng the Internal temperature
and circulate the inside air Just a little bit.

TIPS ON FIBERGLASS FUEL TANKS
KR Newsletter
By Gene Darst
Some reports of resins "epoxy· flaking off and
softening inside fuel tanks were quoted in the KA
Newsletter. The KA Newsletter reports that Glasair
people are using a "vinylester". This resin Is "fuel
proof•. In checking wHh my supplier In Houston,
Texas, I find that most companies manulacture fuel
acid proof resin and Atlac 382-05A is a "fuel proof"

resin.
f have used it in acid pumps for refineries in the
area. The supplier says that It equals or exceeds
properties in "vinylester" resins.
As tor myself, my Turner T-4-0A fuel tank is 20
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years old now and made of marine grade polyester
resin and I've had no problems yet.
In the construction process. I left the lop open to
install baffles. I then completely "gel coaled" the
Inside of lhe fuel tank. "Gel coaling• Is a must In fue._,
tanks. Anyone that wants more information, contact
me.
Gene Darst
Technical Counselor #290
585 Iowa sveet
Beaumont, TX 77705
(409)835-1990

FOAMS
Cozy Newsletter
The PVC foam stocked by our supplfers was
originally imported from Europe bul is now made In
the U.S. Over the years it has been supplied in
various colors, red, tan, brown, or blue and recently
there has been a change in sheet size. Do nol be
alarmed if the foam you receive is a different color or
size than that slated in the plans. We have also
noticed some variation in thickness of the 3/8 in.
PVC sheets. If you encounter lhis, line lhe sheets,.._
up on the outside to avoid a problem In finishing.
The color of urethane foam was changed from
grey-green 10 yellow a few years back. As tar as we
know, Styrofoam has always been blue, and Clari<
whtte. The color of RAES epoxy calalyst is blue, but
cures 10 a green. The RAEF catalyst Is nominally
red , but there is a large variation in shade. Of
course. Safe-T•Poxy Is brown. The different

combinations of foam and epoxy can result in a
multicolored alrplane before painting.

HOW TO MRKE FIBERGLRSS/EPOHY TUBES
Sailplane Homebuilders Newsletter
By Jim Marske
There were limes that I needed l ightweight
structural lubes 10 fulfill a specific need. You can
make lubes 10 act as push-pull or as torsion rubes.
Sizes may range from 1/2" to 6" In d iameter and
lengths up lo 20 feel are possible. Once you nave
determined lhe approxi mate diameter and wall
thickness you require. go to the table below and fin~
an inside diameter that comes closest 10 your needs.

These are outside diameters of standard PVC pipe.

•

'-

PIPE

OUTSIDE

PIPE

OUTSIDE

SIZE

OIAMEil:B

getting down to the other end, blow the hot air In
from the other end for a few minutes. Be sure that
the tube Is straight, or bowed to your specs, before

filZf;

the resin re•hardens.

'1/4

QIAMl:I EB

0.540

1-1/2

1.900

3/8

0.675

2

2.375

1/2

0.675

2-1/2

2.875

3/4

1.050

3

3.500

FROM THE FAA COMPUTER BULLEnNON THE LONG-EZ

1

1.315

4

4.500

1· 1/4

1.660

6

6.625

An on site inspection of a LongEZ revealed that the
builder had failed to remove the dacron peel ply
between build-ups of the spar cap. The Technical
Counselor discovered the need to inspect the ends
of the wing while doing some peel strength tests on
sample lay ups provided by lhe builder. The parts
separated easily. When questioned, the builder was
unable to explain why. Since the parts had been cul
and trimmed, there was no edge frill to suggest an
explanation. The clue lo the cause was the texture
of the surfaces which revealed a weave pattern too
fine to be the 8 oz. glass called for in the plans. The
builder thought that the peel ply was a part of the
structure.

Since we will be wrapping the fiberglass over the
plastic pipe the outside diameters posted above
beccme the inside diameter of your fiberglass tube.
First prepare the surface of the PVC pipe so that the
resin will not bond itself to the pipe. I give the pipe
two coats ot mold release wax followed by a brush
coat of PVA parting agent. Next, figure how long a
piece o f fiberglass cloth you need to provide the
number of laminations required. You can use
anything from a 3 to t O ounce glass fabric for the
' - job. Of course, the lighter fabrics conform more
easily to small diameter tubes. For torsion tubes, cut
the cloth on a bias (45 degrees).
Brush a coat of epoxy onto the PVC tube to act as
a glue in sticking the glass cloth to the tube. When
the edge of the fabric is stuck down full length you
can start winding the cloth on the tube, brushing in
epoxy resin as you go. When completed, set the
tube aside to gel, taking care that the tube is straight
or if a bow is desired, put it in now.
Here ccmes the fun part, getting your new tube
off the plastic pipe. A few hours after the resin has
set up get your wife's hair dryer or a heat gun and
blow hot air into one end of the tube. The tube wlll
get hot and expand. However, the PVC tube will
expand at a higher rate than the fiberglass lube.
You must heat the lube a bove the epoxy heal
distortion temperature, which is around 120 to 150
degrees F. depending on how many hours have
passed since the resin has solidified. Ideal time Is 2
10 6 hours after gel. Once above the epoxy heat
distortion tempera ture, the PVC pipe will push
against the fiberglass tube making ii sllghUy larger.
Hold the temperature here for about 5 minutes, you
L are perform ing a post cure, and t he resin wlll
resolldlfy. If the tube is long and the heat is not

Afl¢w the tube to cool down and you will see the
PVC pipe beginning to separate from tho fiberglass
l u be as the PVC pi pe shri nks more lhan the
fiberg lass t ube. Pull the PVC p ipe ou t of the
fiberglass tube and you wlll find you have made a
very strong but light tube.

Editor's Note: This is not the first occurrence
where a fiberglass aircraft has had peel ply left in.
Peel ply's prim8Jy func!ion Is to draw the resin up out
of the matrix and to keep the resin ''green" so that
the next lay up will adhere. If the peel ply is left in
the structure and the structure build up around It··
you just have a useless unit. If you are looking at a
=posite part to buy, say a wing, and you lift up on
the wing tip and you hear it crink/lng inside the Wing,
someone probably left peel ply in the wing, There Is
no way to correct this and the part must be
discarcJed at this part. Peel ply will cause the
structure to separate piece from piece. If you realize
upon inspection of an amateur built aircraft that the
builder has left peel ply In the structure, either the
part has to be tom down to the peel ply, the peel ply
removecJ and the part redone or the part discarded.
Due to the nature ol most fiberglass structures. this
implies that the structure Will have to be cJiscarded
and it is recommended that it be destroyed at that
point. The above occurrence Is not the first time that
this has happened, I have had several calls here at
EAA Headquarters on this very problem.
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LIFT STRUT RUST
From Cub Clues #42
February/March 1991
Craig and Vicky Johnson sent us the following
information.
Our J•3C85(NC 42630) was due for an annual
this fall and has proved to be a lucky (if expensive)
bird, and has taught us a couple important safety
lessons In the process.
While complying with the new strut AD we found
that all four struts passed the Maule puncll test fine •
and yet ~ falled a borescope inspection ol their
lower ends. Rust and pitting, coated somewhat with
oil, were observed to be present In the worst struts,
an area was identified from the Inside as deeply
pitted and careful measurement located the same
spots on the exterior. We then attempted to deform
these locations on the struts with the Maule tester
and later an ice pick • without notable success. So,
a word of caution to all • the Maule tester may not
show what could be serious problems.

We ordered new struts from Univair and after
painting them decided to coat the Insides with bolled
linseed oil. While doing so. one strut leaked a fair
amount of linseed oiJ on the concrete hangar floor.
This I mopped up with an old terry towel Which soon
lay in a heap with a couple of other clean rags under
the felt wing.
Luckily. that afternoon we found a cracked p,op
flange on the crankshaft and made the painful
decision to pull the engine for tear down. In order to
hoist the engine off in a somewhat crowded hangar,
we pushed the p lane back • clear of the nowforgotten rags • in order to maneuver a hoi-st to the
engine. That night the linseed oil soaked rag burst
into flames igniting a nearby cardboard box. Be
careful of linseed oil soaked rags!
Fortunately, nothing ~ caught fire, no planes
were damaged and the hangar did not bum down,

though ashes setUed on our Cub and on a nearby
Cessna 210.

The label on our can of linseed oil even cautions:
•spontaneous Combustion Risk! Oil soaked rags
can cause spontaneous combustion if not handled
properly (AMENQ, Before disposal, wash rags with
soap and water and dry In a well ventilated area."
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Our Cub has been spinning a new Sensenich
76AK·2 (42" pitch) aluminum prop in front since it
was overhauled 100 hours ago prior to our purchase.
The cracks we found In the crankshaft prop Hange
showed under a dye penetration test as well as
subsequent magnafluxing. and are nearly concentric
with the shaft, located In fine with the prop axis. The
prop track was checked and found to be within 1132"
.an!1 there are no indications of a prop strike In the
engine log we have. Ken OeGraff of Sensenich
checked his records for any such history and came
up w ith a negative. While my IA feels the 74·
diameter Sensenich prop probably caused the
cracks due to vibration, I would like to ask any
readers flying behind the same type prop and C-85
engine If they have had any problems or know of any
vibration-related problems to the crankshaft in land
or (especially) float operations.

FAA GENERAL AVIATION
AIRWORTHINESS ALERTS
From Cub Clues #42
Feb./March 1991

lift Strut: During inspection, the right wing rear lift
strut was found to have severe internal corrosion at
the bottom near the attach point. A j)llnch test was
used Which disclosed that holes had rusted through
with only the paint remaining. Part total time • 3950
hours.
EVER HEAR OF J-8 WELD?
Twin Bonanza Assn. Newsletter
I wish I had stock in the company. This stull
comes in tubes and you mix it together. Cost is
about $4.00. Withstanding temperatures of up to
600 degrees F., it not onty can be used for Joining
metals together but it can actually be d rilled and
tapped. It is the best repair outside of actual
welding. Get some and play with It. If you don't
have a use lot tt now, you eventually will. Purchase
at automobile parts stores o r from J •B Weld
Company, P. O. Box 483, Sulfur Springs. TX 75482. ' - '
telephone (214)885-7696.

L Paint & Glue
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
From Ray Stits
Slits Poly-Fiber Ai rcraft Coatings
Dear Jack:
Fred Nelson, the builder of the Grand Champion
Stearman, displayed on th e front cover of the
November Sport Aviation. deserves a lot of credit for
a beautiful restoration. However, the erroneous
description of the fabric covering materials used,
and problems wilh a plastic sheet dust cover in the
a1ticle written by Mark Phelps Is causing a lot of
confusion and misunderstanding. This misinformation has been picked up and reprinted in other
publications such as Stinson Plane Talk.
On page 15, lelt column, Mark Phelps states that
!he fabric is "Slits". but the sutfaces are nitrate and
butyrale dope. The next paragraph states the wings
were covered with "Stits" then protected with a
plastic sheet dust covet which transferred an oily
substance to the sutface which required recovering .
'-, Polyester l abile with nitrate dope subcoats and
· butytate dope finish i s not a "Stits", but rather
Ceconlte or Cooper Super Fl ite 1 coveri ng,
depending on the source of the dope. The Stits Poly
Fiber coatings were developed especially to avoid all
the cracking, peeling. over-taunting and fire hazard
problems inhe1ent w ith nitrate and butyrate dope on
polyester fabric.
Stils Poly Fiber covering used ptopnetary PolyBrush and Poly-Spray subcoats, and Poly-Tone or
Aero-Thane enamel finish. Using •sttts" fab<ic and
subslltuting all the coatings wtth nitrate and butyrate
dope invalidales the use of the Poly Fiber STC
number to reinstate the airworthiness certificate. An
intermix of materials specified in two or three STCs
requires a new one time STC or field approval on a
Form 337. Any aircraft put Into operation otherw ise
is flying illegally.
Solvent vapors will continue to release ltom any
o ne part coating system fo r seve ra l months,
depending on the temperature and humidity. Some
types of p lastic sheet positioned tight against a
fleshly finished surface could be affected by the
. trapped solvent vapors and cause migration and
I.... ·1ransfer o f the plastic sheet plasticizers to the
finished surtace, whether It Is butyrale dOpe, lacquer,

or Slits Poly-Tone. In this case. the interaction was
between Ille plastic sheet and the fresh butyrate
dOpe finish, not -Slits" coatings.
Dozens of owners and mechanics cau us every
year lor advise on solving serious problems with
brand X and no brand covering materials because
their original source knows nothing about covering
aircratt. My memory is still pretty good and I do not

recall a phone conversation with anyone with a
plastic sheet and a butyrate dope finish problem, and
making a rather flippant. asinine statement that •;rs
easy to fix, just recover the wings". I have been
quoted out of context. a common hazard when
Information is passed to third parties. t have had my
share of fabric problems. and I am a little more
sympathetic to anyone who has to recover four
Stearman wings to correct a butyrate dope finish
prnblem.
Many times a resldue on a finish can be sanded
off and removed In a few hours and lhat would be my
first recommendation, not rip It all off without first
trying to save the cover. I know of customers placing
plastic sheets over Poly-Tone finish only a few hours
old which bonded to the surface and required
resanding and refinishing. Only porous materials
such as old bedsheets should be used as a dust
cover over any fresh finish whelher it is an airplane.
boat or car.
Sincerely,

Ray Slits
President

GLUEING & BONDING COMMENTARY
S.H.A.p Talk • March '91
By Don S. Mijchell
M ariposa, CA
I am sure I could write articles the way Stan Hall
and Jim Maupin do. I love them. Yes. I have been
glueing (bonding) all fillings that are in shear onto
wood aircraft lor about 40 years. I never d id use
bolts and glue. but only one bolt at each end to
prevent peel. The glue bond takes all the load.
Wilen I do something. I go all the way.
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Bolting fittings to a wood structure is Inefficient,
troublesome, heavy. costly, difficult. and l s
completely obsolete and has been for 40 years.
I have only to tell you that to fit, drill and bolt a
major fitting onto a spar requires a great deal of skill,
lots of care and know-how, a lot of worry and you
better be sure you do It correctly the first time. If you
mis•drill a hole, you really have one big problem.
Stan, I think, has said it all.
I have never been able to understand why anyone
woul d design or build a woOd ship where all of the
parts and pieces are glued together and then have a
fear of glueing the fittings to the wood. II Is Just
another glue Joint, except it is metal to wood. We
have now, and have had for years. glues to do this.
Almost any epoxy will shear 3kps with the
structtJral epoxy going as high as 6•7kps (this Is a
metal•to•metal bond In shear). And even the test is
not a pure shear as you get some peel. Now all I
ask this super glue to do is shear 400 psi. The 400
is all I calculate for shear between the metal and
wood. It Is almost Impossible to have a !allure tt you
have the correct square Inches of bond.
Metal-to-metal glueing is done everyday on
modern aircraft, and metal-to-wood glueing is
nothing new. In the 1920's, I understand the British

were glueing metal into the wood spars. When we

built the Bowlls Cargo Glider XC6-16 during WWII,

we used a trussed spar made from square aluminum

tubes held together with metal gussets, just like
Boeing used on the B-17, etc. The ribs and skin
were wood. We had a 1/8" layer of spruce bonded 1
(glued) to the aluminum using the ·cycleweld'\..
process. This was - is a Chrysler motorcar method.
This was In '43 or '44. Once the bond was
completed it was not possible to get the wood off the
aluminum without completely destroying the wood.
We then made wood,to,wood glue Joints between
ribs, skin, and spar,
For years, rotor blades for helicopters were made
of wood, with metal leading edge protection bonded
to the wood. The main plates that hold the blade
Into tho fork ware aJI bonded In place. Now, thanks
to the super glues, blades for the past 30 years are
all metal bonded into one structural untt.
No designer or builder should have the slightest
fear of bonding any fitting that Is In shear.
I am satisfied that bonding metal fittings to glass
without any bolts I s the way to go, and also
aluminum to carbon. Yes. I know they should not be
in contact. but you can separate them with a glue
layer, or wood, or glass • Bonding Is the way to go.
Stan Hall said I was adventurous, and he Is
correct, but also I am progressive. That's why I am
building flying wings - they have all the attributes of
the metal-to-wood bondlng...that is EVERYTHING. \,.,

OISCLAJMER
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